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For anyone who's considered joining the tribe of the tattooed.This fun, fact-filled, fascinating
guide includes information on choosing an ideal tattoo, finding a tattoo artist, staying health-
conscious, long-term effects, plus much more.
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What to Expect IF YOU ARE Searching for a Tattoo The description up there reads, "This fun, fact-
filled, fascinating guide includes information on choosing an ideal tattoo, finding a tattoo artist,
staying health-conscious, long-term effects, plus much more," and that's exactly what this book
is. Nevertheless, what I liked most about the publication lay between its lines. Sometimes the
main portion stops in the middle of a sentence and you have to go to the next web page to
complete that paragraph, then come back for the extras. Over-all, I enjoyed it and am happy to
have learned a lot more about tattoos and tattooing. and it includes up a slew of historic facts on
tattooing, which I loved.The just problem I had with the book is the excerpts. Tossed in with the
narrative were blocks of historical details in gray boxes.I would definitely reccomend this book to
anyone considering a tattoo, or who has been tattooed for the very first time.) This book tells you
where to find a tattoo artist, the queries you have to ask, the process to anticipate and how to
avoid being thought a noob in the world of tattoo...It's not a big thing, just some layout weirdness
and changing gears in the center of a section, but it makes the publication harder to learn than it
should be. It gives tattoo-related terminology, therefore even if you can't speak the talk, you
realize the individuals who do; Good History and Details of a General Sort This was probably
intended to be a book for beginners, but it had such a good name I had hoped for a little more.I
would highly reccommend this publication to anyone who is considering their first tattoo.! I
needed a tattoo, but I had two problems: I am afraid of needles and I love to know what will go on
- no surprises. Also old-timers who wish to show others or those desperate to understand this
cultural phenomenon will value this book. My tattoo artist gets the vibe totally when she refers to
her female customers as,"She who would be art. Having read this publication (in regards to a
week before I got my tattoo) allowed me to possess a relaxing and pleasant first tattoo
experience. If you ever needed to understand why you were so motivated to get that three color
dragon tattoo on your own bum--well, this just might be the place to find out. Just What I Needed
I bought this book and browse it cover to cover before I got my 1st tattoo (three weeks hence at
age group 35). It marked one forever as a criminal, outcast or other person to be prevented.This
book answered all my questions about health, safety, cost, tipping, and the million other
activities that I was unsure of entering this new territory." Great discussion as well about
common design elements in tattoos and the annals behind each component. I was able to walk
into the tattoo shop currently focusing on how it would happen, step-by-step. There is a large
amount of information on slang, terms used in the Tattoo biz. The information on choosing a
style and location are very helpful (furthermore to all the things I mentioned above). Lots of
interesting bits of details to gain. I would recommend whoever has infinite questions about
getting a tattoo to read this book 1st. Additionally, the text is usually peppered with a pleasing
assortment of complimentary facts and asides, plus the obligatory photos of actual tattoos.
Gleam good bibliography and list of useful websites in the rear of the book.Despite the fact that I
currently got the tattoo, I still pick up the publication and read parts of it. Did this publication
definitely help me decide? I'm sure that I will read it again before getting my next tattoo. (I'm
already focusing on a few ideas!) A fantastic first book about tattooing I had simply gotten my
first tattoo when I actually noticed something strange within me shifting and wished to
understand. This publication was so exceptional as a first publication in understanding the
history, how ink enters the demis coating of the skin, how to pick a tattoo picture and artist,
tattoo symbology fundamentals (this author wrote a whole other book onto it, but I like this
condenced version), aftercare, plus much more. However, I have already been researching
tattoos for quite awhile, which means this was to be expected to some extent. Occasionally
these gray boxes packed multiple pages and you must stop reading the main part to get these



facts, but there's no obvious place to prevent to move to the added details. Hooray those days
are OVER.Most excellent! Because of amazon for a good deal on it also! Tattoo Great book yes all
you need to know This book is fun and easy to read. This requires the 'mystery' out to getting a
tattoo. It contains rich info on about everything tattoo related. It is interesting to go through now
that I have been inked. Oh yah! Much less information than We thought it could have. I was a
little bit skeptical at a publication with this kind of format and approach but it was amazingly
well done. It protected many of the queries I knew to consult and didn't know very well what the
best answer was as well as the queries and answers I experienced yet to even consider. An
extremely very helpful guide to the complete process behind getting a tattoo and one I'd
recommend to everyone who wants to feel fully informed before making such a long lasting
decision. All Tattoo books have some stuff you can use. I would say this is a 'must read',
particularly if you are nervous about the complete process. Informative, Rich, and Fun This is an
excellent one, in my opinion. pretty good This book is very good. The writer writes with warmth
and character (and a nice sprinkling of humor), concerning prevent the wooden tone standard of
a how-to book; furthermore, the text reads with a wide, intelligent logic, concerning end up being
expansive and unbiased. This little book is filled with all the reference material that anyone could
need with regard to the tattoo process and general history of tattooing!In addition, the
information about the history of tattooing, and tattooing in other cultures is fairly interesting..
(There's a one star review because this book wasn't what they were expecting, but unless they
didn't read the book explanation and just bought a book with 'tattoo' in the name and hoped it
might be filled with pictures, I'm uncertain how that happened. Specifically, 'Ink' acts as a human
research, by way of the anthropological subtext which inhabits the written text, seen in the
historical, sociable, and psychological areas of mankind's tendency to "color" oneself. Five Stars
THX A lot less information than We thought it would have .. Upon completing the read, I felt to
get a working understanding of the basic tattooing process. Insightful and down to earth. I don't
regret buying it at all, but it was a whole lot smaller than I expected and had a lot of info I already
knew.Although I've purchased other books that delve into one region or another of tattooing, I
still refer back to this book constantly. The ultimate reference! Plus a substantial nod to the poor
days of the past when Tats were not only uncool, but actually dangerous.! As for the content
itself, 'Ink' definitely succeeds as a beginning's guide to tattoos, presenting a satisfying selection
of good, practical information about them, from starting to end. 'Ink' is definitely, 1st, generally
well-written and readable, with a simple, accessible format and a concise, suitable length.
Interesting and Helpful If you're considering getting a tattoo this is a good little go through. Some
are totally worthless, that is somewhere in between.
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